Assembling your Pixie Bug
Solder the 10K resistors into the R1 & R6 You now need to solder in place the 8 pin
DIL socket, to hold the microcontroller.
positions.
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Capacitor C2 can now be soldered in place,
NOTE that this one need to be placed the
correct way around. The short leg should be
nearest the edge of the PCB, the long leg is
nearest the ‘+’ sign on the footprint.
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Pixie Bug
Now solder in place the 22K resistor into
the R2 position.
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The Pixie Bug Kit can be used to create a
vibrating bug/creature using an metal eccentric fitted to the supplied motor. The kit
uses either a PICAXE® or Genie® microcontroller to control two LEDs, a piezo
transducer for sound/tunes and the motor so you can create a wide range of programmed effects into your Pixie Bug. The
PCB laso has 4 x M3 holes so that you can
attach other items such as an outer shell
etc. A great starter project for Y6 and Y7
Design & Technology.

You now can solder in place the 3.5mm You now can add the on/off switch in the
space next to C2
download socket, it will click into place.
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● 3V powered
● PICAXE® or Genie® microcontroller
● 2 x LEDs

Now solder in place the two 330R resistors
in the R4 & R5 positions.

Solder in place the C1 capacitor, it is the
small box capacitor and can be placed either way round.

● Piezo transducer
● 3V 12200 RPM electric motor
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The two LEDs can now be soldered in place. You now can add the Piezo transducer, this You will now need to prep the electric moNOTE make sure you correctly orientate is used to produce sound/tunes from your tor. Solder appropriate lengths of wire to
them, the short lead goes into the hole microcontroller.
the motor - preferably red & black.
nearest the flat side of the footprint symbol.
The flat on the side of the LED should match
the footprint.

There are 3 main types of coding
methods:
Flowcharts - most systems use this
method - good for beginners.
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Blocks, Blocky - these are based on
‘Scratch’ and make it easy transfer of
skills from Computing.
Scripts - these are such systems as
BASIC, C++, Python - more advanced
and give a better range of commands
to make the most of the microcontroller.

You can now solder in place the Diode D1, The power connector can now be fitted, The two leads from the electric motor are
make sure the black stripe is as shown.
make sure you fit it the correct way around. now soldered into the two holes marked as
‘MTR’, connect the red lead to the ‘+V’
connection and the black to ‘0V’.
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Carefully solder in place the transistor Q1, The microcontroller chip now needs to be
this is the electronic switch that allows the plugged into the socket. Make sure the
microcontroller to turn on and off the motor. ‘notch’ of the chip is at the 3.5mm socket
end.

You can now plug in your power lead and
attach a 3V battery pack. Once that is done
you are ready to code your Pixie Bug program!

AAA
Support

ICSAT offers FREE Tech Support via our website or Facebook

What will you make it do?
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